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A thank you,

At Squared Limited, we believe that in order for you to realize your 
true potential you need to work on your ‘SELF’, your inner self in order 
to express your outer self. Your outer self can be an immediate source 
of how your inner self feels. If you feel hindered within, then you can’t 

express the way you want to. Those feelings can project themselves to 
the football pitch. 

That was a part of our idea behind the Squared Limited brand. If we 
believed in something for example, a statement that we can look at 

everyday and remember that we had goals to work towards and that 
statement could motivate us, then that’s what we’d want to wear. A 

simple GOALS logo says it all. If you tie the idea to the football pitch 
the only way to win is to score goals. 

Squared Limited, is tailored to the idea of freedom of expression, 
an idea that’s lacking in society but often preached. We believe 

that freedom is something that comes from within and your limited by 
whatever YOU believe you are limited by. The only thing we ask of you 

is this,
Be Limitless.

- Jed A.

                             Owner of Squared Limited
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Ever heard the quote, “you are what you wear?” That quote was the 
driving force that helped us build our brand. Goals, are what you set in 
place in order to accomplish a task, job, exercise that you want done. 

They keep you on that track to greatness in order for you to reach 
your highest self.

That was our idea about the Goals brand. If we wore something, a 
statement that we can look at everyday and remember that we had 
something to work towards and motivate us, then that’s what we want 

to wear. A simple GOALS logo says it all. If you tie the idea to the 
soccer pitch the only way to win is to score goals. It ’s one of the best 
ways to know that you’ve worked hard and all of that work has paid 

off. Whether you put the ball in the back of the net or your teammates 
does it doesn’t matter. As long as you all accomplished what you were 
gunning for at the start then that all that matters. Have fun and score 

GOALS.
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Goals Short sleeve t-shirt WL 
— $20

Goals Hoodie BSL 
— $35

Goals United Youth T-Shirt BL 
— $20

Goals Short sleeve t-shirt WSL 
— $20
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Goals Long Sleeve T-Shirt WL 
— $25

Goals Pom Pom Beanie WSL 
— $25

Goals Snapback WSL 
— $25

Goals Ringer T-Shirt 
— $25
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The Panna

Late nights on the tennis courts as the sun goes down and the 
lights start to cut on are what spawns these moments. The ball 
is at your feet, you against the world. You have a teammate 

being guarded on your left and the fence to your right. Your foot 
anticipates, at the ready for any threat that may occur. You go 
over it in your head how things are about to play out. The only 

thing that stands between you and the goal; a pair of legs.

The style of the Panna kit is simple wear it counts and loud when 
it needs to be. A simple logo “Panna” telling everyone you’re 

not afraid to go 1v1 and put the ball through their legs at will. It 
shows you’re not afraid to push the limits of creativity and breath 
in something new, something different. The Panna kit represents 

you, your style and your game. Don’t be afraid, stand out.
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Panna Aethos Leggings 
— $45

Panna Aethos Backpack 
— $60

Panna C Fracture Capri 
Leggings — $40

Panna C Drawstring bag 
— $25
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Panna C Sweatshirt BL 
— $35

Ladies Panna C Fracture Crop 
Top inv — $30

Panna Sync Sweatshirt WB 
— $50

Panna Fracture Z Yoga 
Leggings WL — $50
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Freedom Kit
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Convince them you are good. With talk? No.
Show them.

Show them what they’re missing. Show them the countless hours 
you spend on the pitch, the turns the spins, dance the ball into a 

rhythm, a tempo only you know.
Are your cleats tattered and worn?

That’s fine
No shin guards?
Use cardboard

No grass field around you?
Play on the courts.

Only you have the right to deny you of your dreams. Freedom is 
for The Limitless.
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Drive WL Short-Sleeve T-Shirt 
— $20

Drive Short-Sleeve T-Shirt BL 
— $20

Passion Ladies’ Cap Sleeve 
T-Shirt BL — $30

Passion Short-Sleeve T-Shirt WL 
— $20
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Focus Short-Sleeve T-Shirt BL 
— $20

Focus Drawstring bag WL 
— $25

Freedom Women’s Crop Top WL 
— $25

Freedom Short-Sleeve T-Shirt BL 
— $20
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TEKKERS sport slang for “Technique”

In just about everything you could possibly do in life, it takes 
technique to do it well. This is no different in Football. Technique 

is the outcome of doing something over and over to make 
whatever it is you’re doing, better. This is what this kit is all about. 
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Tekkers Die Mannschaft 3/4 
sleeve raglan *SE* — $30

Tekkers Ladies’ Cap Sleeve 
T-Shirt — $30

Tekkers Sweatshirt WL 
— $30

Tekkers Women’s Racerback 
Tank — $35
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Tekkers Snapback Hat WL 
— $35

Tekkers Women’s Crop Tee WL 
— $25

Tekkers Short-Sleeve T-Shirt WL 
— $20

Tekkers Short-Sleeve T-Shirt BL 
— $20
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A vibrant culture combined with the most popular sport 
in the world, that is the KOR Collection. Influenced by the 
South Korean culture and language, The KOR Collection 

is an ode to football fans within the Korean football 
community.
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Soccer KOR BL Short-Sleeve 
T-Shirt — $20

Soccer KOR WL Short-Sleeve 
T-Shirt — $20

Soccer KOR WL Tank Top 
— $20

Soccer KOR BL Tank Top 
— $20
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KOR Warrior S Crop BL 
— $30

KOR Warrior S Crop WL 
— $30

KOR Soccer Cuffed Beanie WL 
— $25

KOR Soccer Cuffed Beanie BL 
— $25
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Rep your country
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Preparing for the future.





The District Kit


